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Nacho Party
Ingredients
1 Tbsp Oil for frying
(Rice Bran, Sunflowe
r,

1 medium onion,

1

Peanut, etc.)

In a large pot over
medium heat, sweat
onions in 1 Tbsp
with a healthy pinch
oil and season
each of salt and
pepper. Stir and
on medium heat
continue cooking
until translucent
and soft.

Baked Eggplant

2 medium sweet
potatoes, scrubbed
clean +
chopped into bite
sized pieces
1 red capsicum,
diced
1 tin of corn kernels
(no salt added)
1 tin of diced tomatoes

2

Parma

Add sweet potato
and any desired
spices at this time.
Then add tomatoe
Cook for 3 minutes
s, water, and vegetabl
.
e stock. Add extra
like it on the soupier
broth if you’d
side.
3 Bring mixture
Method
to a low boil on
1 can black beans,
medium high heat
Ingredients
medium-low and
slightly drained
oven (215°).
and(Medium)
then lowerand
simmer. Add black1 Preheat
grill
heat to
beans, corn, and
2 cups vegetable
and cook
into
slicedfor
capsicum; cover
at least 15 minutes
stock + 1 cup water
2 Large eggplants,
more or until the
and set aside.
foil
with
fork-ten
dish
baking
der
sweet
1tsp each of cumin,
and the chilli is
potatoes are
2 Line an 8x8
coriander, smoked
thickened.
6–7mm slices
paprika and chilli
baking sheet. Spray with
powder (if you like
4 Serve
in an even layer on a
it spicy!)2 Jars of pasta
saucewith fresh coriande
Place the eggplant slices
eggplant slices
r, hot sauce,3avocado
Salt & pepper
chips make for great
sprinkle with salt. Grill
, and/or
limespray
cooking
juice.and
spoons!
olive oil
Corn
grill for about 5 more
3 Tsp Italian herb mix
until browned, flip, and
for about 4 minutes or
5 Stores well in
oven so leave the door
in
bs
the
freezer
variation each person’s
For Serving (optio
for up to a month.
1 box Cornflakes breadcrum
minutes. There can be
nal)
or two to avoid burning.
on them every minute
check
and
open
Biocheese
Corn chips, Guacamol
1 bag Shredded Tasty
e / Avocado, Hot
a bowl, and stir in Italian
sauce,
Fresh coriander, Lime
the pasta sauce out in
(found at Coles/Woolies)
measure
,
wedges
4 Meanwhile
dish, layer: ½ cup
In the prepared baking
Herb Mix, salt, and pepper.
bs, a layer of basil
Cooking spray oil
slices, ¼ cup breadcrum
sauce, one layer of eggplant
you run out of eggplant.
of cheese. Repeat until
Fresh Basil
leaves, and a sprinkle
30 minutes.
in the oven at 210° for
Cover with foil and bake
Salt and pepper, to taste
it
bake - if you feel resistance,
insert a knife into the
5 To test if it’s done,
it’s ready to be devoured!
If it glides in smoothly,
needs a bit more time.
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Bean Chilli

Method

Recipe cards & instructional videos
available to all students online.

The packaged just arrived.
What a beautiful act of
kindness. Thank you so
much. You and your team
are precious especially
these days. I am very
grateful to have you as an
invaluable support
system. Thank you!
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